Loop-mediated isothermal amplification in disposable polyester-toner microdevices.
In recent years, isothermal DNA amplification methods have emerged as an alternative in molecular diagnostics due to its ease of operation. The purpose of using isothermal amplification is to simplify the diagnostics work by i) eliminating heating cycles, ii) reducing equipment costs, and iii) providing rapid and accurate results in laboratories with limited resources. Here we show a simple and fast method for E. coli detection in disposable polyester-toner (PeT) microdevice. The amplification by LAMP of the malB gene from E. coli was carried out in a microchamber with 5-μL capacity and the reaction was thermally controlled with a thermoblock at 66 °C for 60 min. The passivation of the surface of PeT channels with BSA improved the efficiency of the LAMP reaction. The detection of amplified LAMP fragments was performed directly on-chip by visual detection and validated with off-chip detection to compare results. Visualization of amplicons directly in the microchip yielded positive reactions as low as 10 double-stranded DNA copies. Separation by gel electrophoresis was able to detect amplicons in reactions that initiated only with one copy of double-stranded DNA. We demonstrate that LAMP in PeT microchip is an important tool for molecular diagnostics at the point-of-care.